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GUIDE TO THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE INVENTORY FORM 

GENERAL 

The Archaeological Site Inventory Form is used to record basic information on archaeological 
sites in Alberta. Under permit regulations (Alberta Regulation 254/2002 – Archaeological and 
Palaeontological Research Permit Regulation; see also Archaeological Survey of Alberta “Survey 
Note 2001/02”), all sites must be reported on original typewritten Archaeological Site Inventory 
Forms. The forms must be submitted within 30 days of site discovery or permit expiry (end of 
field work) and, where threatened, within 48 hours. 
 
General Notes: 
 

1. All numbered fields should be completed. If information is unknown, not applicable, or 
not available, please leave it blank. 

2. For non-inclusive pick lists, use more than one term when required.  
3. Make use of the “other” category only when the site situation is not covered by the list 

of choices.  
4. Use 35. Additional Remarks and the Additional Page template (found in the Filemaker 

Pro file as a separate layout called “Form – Additional Page”) for any additional 
information that does not suit inclusion in existing fields or for overflow text from 
previous fields. The Additional Page can be customized to include more text 
information, tables, additional maps or photos. 

5. The locational information will be checked for consistency and conflict or overlap with 
sites reported previously.  

6. The site’s Borden number must be assigned by the Archaeological Information 
Coordinator. 
 

When the site form is completed, return the original in both PDF and Filemaker formats to the 
Archaeological Information Coordinator, Archaeological Survey, via e-mail (current contact can 
be found on the Historic Resources Management Branch, Archaeological Survey Section 
webpage). If you are printing hard copies of the form, convert the file to PDF before printing. 
When printing to PDF from Filemaker Pro, use the “Print” function instead of “Save As” or the 
formatting may not be correct.  

Site forms must be submitted by the due date specified in the archaeological permit details in 
OPaC (Online Permitting and Clearance). Once submitted, the forms will be reviewed. The 
forms will be accepted or revisions will be requested. If revisions are requested, the forms must 
be resubmitted in digital form with the outlined revisions completed. Once the forms have 
been approved, hard copies must be sent or hand delivered to the following address: 

Archaeological Survey 
Old St. Stephen’s College 
8820-112 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2P8 
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BORDEN DESIGNATION: 

Borden numbers will be assigned by the Archaeological Survey. To reserve a Borden number for 
a new site, submit the Borden Reservation Application, along with a shapefile of the site 
boundary, via email to the Archaeological Information Coordinator. The Borden Reservation 
Application can be found in the Archaeological Site Inventory Form Filemaker Pro file under the 
“Borden Reservation” layout. Additional instructions can be found in the form. Sites that have 
been revisited will already have a Borden number. If the location of a previously recorded site 
needs to be updated, please submit a shapefile of the updated boundary and, if required, new 
UTM coordinates for the site centroid. Do not submit site forms, artifact collections or reports 
until the Borden numbers have been confirmed. 

Note: From permit 17-001 onwards, site boundary shapefiles MUST be provided for ALL sites 
regardless of their size. Perimeter points will no longer be accepted except in special 
circumstances. Several things to note: 

a) site boundaries must be a minimum of 10 m in length/width to account for GPS error. 
b) extents larger than 30 metres in diameter will not be accepted for isolated find sites.  
c) the shapefile attribute table must have a ‘Field_No.’ field. The ‘Field_No.’ entered in       

the shapefile attribute table must match the ‘Field_No.’ entered on the reservation 
form. 

d) the projected coordinate system for the shapefiles must be NAD83 UTM Zone 11 or  
Zone 12 (depending on which zone the sites are located in). If a project has sites in 
both zones, submit the Zone 11 and Zone 12 sites in separate shapefiles. 

As a general rule, archaeological features or artifacts that are within 100 metres of each other 
will form a single site record and have one Borden number. Exceptions to this rule may apply if 
pronounced topographical differences (e.g., top and bottom of a cliff or opposite sides of a 
deep ravine or major stream) warrant site splitting. Sites on opposite sides of major water 
bodies generally should be separated. If in doubt, contact the Archaeological Information 
Coordinator to discuss the specific situation for the site(s) prior to site form completion. 

If sites are revisited and further work reveals that two sites should be combined, or that one 
site should be split into two or more sites, contact the Archaeological Information Coordinator 
to discuss the situation prior to any site form or report submissions. All status changes in sites 
must be reviewed and approved by the Archaeological Information Coordinator, as such 
changes have significant effects on existing site records, reports, and previously catalogued 
artifacts and artifact records. Each situation will be assessed individually, and permission MUST 
be granted from the Archaeological Survey before any changes to the site(s) can be made. 

SHOVEL TEST COUNTS, SITE BOUNDARIES AND SPATIAL DATA: 

The site boundary that is submitted via shapefile during the Borden reservation stage must be 
illustrated on the site map in section 36 of the Site Inventory Form. The site dimensions (section 
23 of the form), the mapped site boundary, and the shapefile polygon for each site all must be 
consistent. 
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If surface materials have been located and/or subsurface testing has occurred at a site, all 
surface find and testing locations must be illustrated in the site map in section 36 of the site 
form. In section 26 (Assessment Methods), the “# shovel/backhoe/auger tests in site boundary” 
and “# positive shovel/backhoe/auger tests” must include only tests that fall within the defined 
site boundary. Testing completed outside of the site boundary but still in proximity to the site 
or on the same landform can be counted under “# shovel/backhoe/auger tests on landform.” 

Additionally, when submitting subsurface inspection spatial data as per the Spatial Data 
Standards for Archaeological Survey and Excavation, the inspections associated with the site 
(assigned a Borden number) must include only the points that are within the site boundary, as 
defined during the Borden reservation stage and as indicated on the site form.  

If changes need to be made to the site boundary between the reservation stage and the 
reporting stage, please contact the Archaeological Information Coordinator. 

Site boundary definitions should be based on the location of observed artifacts and/or features, 
with the addition of protective areas around the positives to account for GPS error. The size of 
the protective area should be decided by the individual recording the site, using their 
professional judgement. The site boundary is the actual assumed extent of the site and should 
not include any recommended avoidance buffer.  

SITE REVISITS: 

To update site information when a previously recorded site is visited, mapped, surveyed, or 
excavated again, a new Archaeological Site Inventory form must be submitted. The new form 
should specify all locational categories and should incorporate newly observed and noteworthy 
changes, such as boundary areas, additional artifact collections, ground conditions, inspection 
status, and project affiliation. Anytime a site is purposefully visited, even if no cultural material 
is observed, a revisit form MUST be completed. For revisits, avoid summarizing past work at the 
site; instead provide new information based on the current visit. If a change to the previously 
recorded site boundary is being recommended, the site form update must be accompanied by a 
shapefile that illustrates the new site boundary. 

HISTORIC TRAILS: 

Borden numbers must be assigned to historic trails, where they do not already have an 
associated Borden number. Only record the portion of the trail that was assessed. On the site 
form, in section 34, provide portion specific recommendations for the portion of the trail that 
was assessed. Comments about other portions of the trail can be included in the Additional 
Remarks section. 
 
HISTORIC STRUCTURES: 

Historic man-made structures or structure remains thought to be 50 years old or older must be 
recorded in the Heritage Survey using the HS eForm. Information about the Heritage Survey 
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program, as well as the HS eForm, can be obtained from: 
http://www.culturetourism.alberta.ca/heritage-and-museums/programs-and-services/historic-places-
research-and-designation/provincial-heritage-survey-program/default.aspx. 

“Requirements for Recording Historic Structures” can be found at: 
http://www.culturetourism.alberta.ca/heritage-and-museums/programs-and-services/archaeological-
survey/archaeological-research-permit-management-system/. 

When the vicinity of the structure has good potential to, or does, contain archaeological 
information (e.g., homestead with standing buildings), it is expected that the area containing 
structural remains will also be recorded as an archaeological site. In such cases, both 
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms and Heritage Survey (HS) Site Forms must be completed. 

TRADITIONAL USE SITES: 

Sites that are considered to be traditional use sites should be reported to the Aboriginal 
Heritage section of the Historic Resources Management Branch. Archaeological Site Inventory 
forms are not completed for these sites unless a specific archaeological component has been 
identified. More information about the types of sites considered to be Traditional Use sites can 
be found in “Standard Requirements under the Historical Resources Act: Reporting the 
Discovery of Historic Resources” located here: http://www.culturetourism.alberta.ca/heritage-and-
museums/programs-and-services/historic-resources-impact-assessments/. 
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COMPLETING THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE FORM 
 

IDENTIFICATION 

Borden No.: 

Enter the Borden number for the site, assigned by the Archaeological Survey. For newly 
recorded sites, Borden numbers must be requested by completing a Borden Number 
Reservation Application and sending the request to the Archaeological Information Coordinator 
(see page 3). For site revisits, enter the known Borden number. 

Permit No.: 

If the site has been located during the course of an archaeological project covered by a 
provincial or federal archaeological mitigative or research permit, provide the assigned permit 
number (e.g., 17-001). 

If the site was discovered as a find that is not related to an archaeological permit, it is recorded 
as a non-permit site. For non-permit sites, fill this field in with the discoverer’s last name, first 
initial and the year of discovery (e.g., Smith, J. 2017). 

Revisit Date: 

If the site has been revisited, indicate the date of the site revisit. 

Related Heritage Survey Key No.(s): 

If the site has associated historic structures or structure remains that have been recorded 
through the Heritage Survey program, fill in the applicable key number(s) from the Heritage 
Survey form(s) (e.g., HS 47961). 

1. Site Name: 

Enter the common name for the site, preferably one known to local residents. Indicate all 
alternate names by which the site is or has been known. Separate the names using commas. 
Ensure that the preferred name is in the leading position. This field is optional. Most sites do 
not have an associated name. Site names deemed to be inappropriate by the Archaeological 
Survey will not be accepted. 

2. Field No.: 

Enter a number or code assigned to the site by the field researcher or reporter, if one was used. 
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LOCATION 

3. Elevation: 

Provide the central elevation of the site area, to the nearest metre. 

4. N.T.S. 1:50,000 Map No. & Name: 

Indicate the appropriate National Topographic Series Map of the 1:50,000 series. Give the 
number and name of the map sheet, in that order (e.g., 72M/12 Sunnynook). 

5. Legal Description: 

Using the Alberta Township Survey (ATS) system, enter the legal land description of the site 
location to the nearest legal subdivision (LSD) of a particular section, township, and range, west 
of a specified major meridian. The legal description should pertain to the entire site footprint, 
not just the centre point. If the site area includes multiple LSDs the numbers can be separated 
by commas (e.g., LSD 1, 2) or semicolons (e.g., LSD 4; 1, 2 Section 3; 4). 

6. UTM Location: 

A reference number describing the precise site location by Universal Transverse Mercator 
(UTM) grid. The UTM location should be recorded with a Geographic Positioning System (GPS) 
in the field. The UTM zone should be specified and the easting and northing coordinates should 
be provided, to the nearest metre. The UTM coordinates provided should indicate the most 
dense or representative portion of the site, not necessarily the centroid of the site polygon. 
All UTM coordinates must be recorded in NAD83. 

Optionally, you also can provide the margin of error of the GPS reading when the coordinates 
were recorded. 

7. Land Owner: 

Mark the term that best describes the type of land owner. 

Land Owner Name, Address and Telephone No.: 

Provide the name, address and telephone number of the current land owner. For government 
lands provide the name and address of the ministry responsible for administering the lands, as 
specifically as possible (e.g., Alberta Culture and Tourism, Alberta Environment and Parks). 

8. Access: 

List the nearest named place and provide directions to the site using cardinal directions. 
Specifically, provide information that cannot be obtained from a map – any obstacles, 
difficulties with access or useful tips (e.g., dragons ahead!). 
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9. Environment/Site Setting: 

Describe the natural setting of the site with respect to nearest water source, landform type or 
description, slope (in degrees), aspect (direction of slope), sediment, stratigraphy, and 
vegetation. 

Water Source: indicate the type of water source closest to the site. Check all applicable 
boxes and fill in the distance of the site from the water source, in metres. Also indicate 
the direction. If the water source does not have a name, leave the Name field blank. 

Landform: fill in the landform type. The definitions below can be used to select the best 
match. If the definitions below do not apply, fill this section in with a short description 
of the landform. 

• Terrace – a single or assemblage of step-like forms where each step-like 
form consists of a scarp face and a horizontal or gently inclined surface 
(tread) above it. Includes river terraces (Howes and Kenk 1997).  

• Ridge – elongate hillock(s) with slopes dominantly between 15 and 35 
degrees if composed of unconsolidated materials; bedrock slopes may be 
steeper. Or, a continuous elevated crest that continues for some 
distance. Local relief is greater than 1 metre (Howes and Kenk 1997). 

• Plain – a level or very gently sloping, unidirectional (planar) surface with 
gradients up to, and including 3 degrees; local surface irregularities 
generally have a relief of less than 1 metre. Includes floodplains (Howes 
and Kenk 1997). 

• Hill – a distinct landform that rises above the surrounding terrain; it often 
has a distinct summit; smaller and less steep than a mountain. 

• Knoll – a small mound or rounded hill, generally smaller and less steep 
than a hill. 

• Knob and Kettle terrain – an undulating landscape in which a disordered 
assemblage of knolls, mounds, or ridges of glacial drift is interspersed 
with irregular depressions, pits, or kettles that are commonly undrained 
and may contain swamps or ponds (Alberta Natural Heritage Information 
Centre 1998). 

Note: Further illustration and definition for the above terms can be found here: 
Howes, D.E. and E. Kenk (eds.). 

1997 Terrain Classification System for British Columbia (Version 2): A system for the classification of surficial 
materials, landforms and geological processes of British Columbia. Resource Inventory Branch, Ministry of 
Environment, Lands and Parks, Province of British Columbia. Electronic document,  
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/risc/pubs/teecolo/terclass/terclass_system_1997.pdf, accessed December 2016. 

Alberta Natural Heritage Information Centre 
1998 Classification of Alberta Landforms. Recreation and Protected Areas Division, Alberta Environmental 

Protection. Electronic document, 
https://www.albertaparks.ca/media/1438066/classification_of_alberta_landforms_1998.pdf, accessed 
December 2016. 
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Slope: fill in with the degree of slope of the landform. The average slope across the 
landform can be used, if there are varying degrees of slope. 

Aspect: the dominant direction of slope of the landform. This should be filled in with 
cardinal or intercardinal directions, for consistency (N, E, S, W, NE, NW, SE, SW). 

 Sediment: the type of sediment observed at the site, select all checkbox(es) that apply. 

• Boulder: >300 mm 
• Cobble: 75-300 mm 
• Gravel: 2.0-75 mm 
• Sand: 0.08-2.0 mm  
• Silt: 0.002-0.08 mm 
• Clay: 0.0002-0.002 mm 
• Loam: equal parts of sand, silt and clay 

Stratigraphy: in the text box describe the stratigraphy observed at the site if subsurface 
testing was completed. 

 Vegetation: in the text box describe the vegetation observed at and around the site. 

The text box can also be used to provide any other relevant environmental information. 

DESCRIPTION 

10. Site Class: 

Mark the term that best describes the class of the site. All indigenous sites 50 years old or older 
will be classified as indigenous historic (i.e. Métis) or prehistoric. All non-indigenous sites 50 
years old or older are historic. Sites less than 50 years old will be classified as contemporary. 
Use more than one category when required. 

11. Sub-Type: 

Mark the term that best describes the context of the site. Use more than one category when 
required.  

 Surface: cultural material that has been identified on the ground surface. 
 Subsurface: cultural material that has been located below the ground surface. 
 Underwater: site now lies underwater. 
 Stratified: depositional layers have been observed.  
 Undetermined: this term is used when the specific context of the site is unknown or 

cannot be determined. 

12. Component: 

Mark the term that best describes the number of cultural occupations observed at the site. 
Choose this based on what is known about the site, not what is unknown. 
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 Single: one cultural component has been observed at the site. Fill in 1 for # 
components. 

 Multi: more than one cultural component has been observed or inferred at the site. 
Indicate how many have been observed by filling in the # components. 

 Undetermined: where the number of cultural occupations of a site is not known, use 
this category. 

13. Site Type: 

Mark the term that best describes the nature of the site. Use more than one term when 
required.  

Isolated find: consists of ONE item only. Must be definitively cultural; sites containing only fire 
cracked rock and/or faunal material with no signs of cultural modification, etc. should not be 
recorded as archaeological sites. 

Scatter (less than or equal to ten items): a site in which less than ten archaeological specimens 
are observed and/or collected. 

Scatter (greater than ten items): a site in which more than ten archaeological specimens are 
observed and/or collected. 

Campsite: site contains evidence of fire or a hearth (e.g., fire cracked rock, ash, burned bone) 
and at least one other culturally modified material, such as a lithic, faunal remains, ceramics, 
and/or structural remains. 

Stone feature: describes any arrangement of rocks or cobbles that have been made by humans. 
Includes circles, rings, arcs, lines, alignments, cairns, drive lanes, marker lanes, effigies, 
medicine wheels, hearths, rock lined depressions or pits, and vision quest features. 

Killsite: describes an area where animals were killed and butchered. Killsites may vary from the 
remains of a single animal to a massive deposit of bone and associated tools. Includes jumps, 
processing areas, traps, pounds, etc. 

Workshop: describes an area where substantial lithic reduction has occurred with no other 
indications of cultural activity or habitations. As indicated by a concentration of lithic debitage 
and perhaps discarded or broken lithic tools or cores. 

Quarry: a site where lithic raw materials have been mined or extracted. Can be an outcrop or 
glacial till or alluvial source location. 

Rock art: includes petroglyphs and pictographs. 

Burial: refers to any interment of complete or partial human remains, including crevice burials; 
i.e., flexed, extended, single, multiple, primary, secondary, crib, scaffold, grave, cemetery. 
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Palaeoenvironmental: a site that has natural features, such as bone deposits, organic layers, 
and paleosols, and contains fossilized plant or animal remains, or faunal remains of extinct 
animal species such as Bison antiquus. 

Settlement: a group of buildings/features indicating an assemblage of persons in a locality; 
includes hamlets, villages, towns, etc. 

Homestead: remains of house and associated buildings. Refers to a parcel of public land usually 
consisting of 160 acres granted to a settler under the Homestead Act of 1872. 

Farm: remains of buildings used in land cultivation, raising crops or animals. Includes mixed, dry 
land, dairy, poultry farms, etc. 

Ranch: remains of buildings used for raising livestock such as cattle, sheep, horses. 

Dwelling: remains of a residence or habitation, such as a house or cabin. 

Trading post: site contains evidence of a complex of historic buildings used in exchanging goods 
such as fur and whiskey during the historic period. 

Police post: site contains evidence of a complex of historic buildings used in maintaining law 
and order during the historic period. Includes North West Mounted Police Posts and Outposts. 

Mine: remains of buildings used for extracting natural resources such as coal and gold. 

Trail: a track or path. 

Mission: site contains evidence of a complex of historic buildings used in converting indigenous 
people to Christianity. 

School: remains of buildings used for education. 

Urban: refers to remains of buildings and/or features associated with towns or cities, not 
including dwellings, churches, or schools. 

Ceremonial/religious: describes an area where special features exist or setting where religious 
acts or special ceremonies were conducted (e.g., medicine wheels, sundance lodges, 
ceremonial rings, churches, etc.). 

Industrial: remains from industry or manufacturers. May include historic period logging camps, 
gas plants, lumber and clay products industries, and quarries. 

Transportation: remains of roads, railways and/or features associated with transportation. 
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Historic Feature: a single, or small grouping of, historic feature(s) that do not have a defined 
function and do not fit into other site types (e.g., dump, berm or mound, trench, etc.). 

14. Features: 

Indicate all features observed at the site. Provide the frequency of each feature type observed. 
If an appropriate choice is not listed, complete the “other” line. The features listed here should 
be consistent with the features submitted in the Sites Feature Layer.  

For revisits, include only the number of features observed during the current visit. If no features 
were observed during the revisit, leave this section blank, even if features were previously 
recorded at the site. 

Stone circle: any ring or circular formation of rocks. Includes tipi rings and ceremonial rings. 

Cairn: stones intentionally piled by humans. Refers to all sizes of stone piles constructed of 
various sizes and kinds of rocks (i.e. flat slab, boulders, cobbles). Do not include fence post 
cairns. 

Stone arc: any arc or partial circle of rocks. 

Stone line: a line or linear formation of rocks. Does not include drive lanes or drive lines. 

Drive lane: single or multi-rock or cairn alignments used to direct animals towards a trap, jump 
or other mass kill. 

Medicine wheel: largely constructed of unmodified natural stone, with the possibility of some 
earth intentionally incorporated in the construction of prominent central cairns. All medicine 
wheels consist of a generalized and radially symmetrical arrangement of at least two of the 
following components a) a prominent, centrally located cairn of varying size, b) usually one but 
sometimes several concentric rings of generally circular shape, c) multiple (two or more) stone 
lines radiating outward from a central origin, central cairn, or margins of a stone ring. 

Effigy: rock arrangement in the general shape of an animal or human. 

Pictograph: painted designs on natural rock surfaces. Red ochre are the most frequently used 
pigments. Natural, figurative, and abstract motifs may be represented. 

Petroglyph: pictures, symbols or other art work pecked, carved, etched, incised, ground or 
rubbed on natural rock surfaces. Includes ribstones, petrographs, and carvings on rock. 

Hearth: a fireplace, often circular and may be rock or clay lined, rock filled or unlined. Ash, fire-
altered soil, charcoal and fire cracked rock may be present. 
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Pit: a hole dug in the earth’s surface. Pits may be filled with soil, rocks, refuse, etc. 

Mound: a humanly-produced feature constructed by banking or heaping earth. May have a 
circular, linear, anthropomorphic, or zoomorphic shape. Includes earthworks. 

Depression: a low place or hollow resulting from human activity. May be any shape, but must 
be associated with cultural material or features. 

Cabin: a small, roughly built house or hut. 

House: any building used for domestic residential purposes. 

Structure: a historic building of a type not covered by other categories. 

Foundation: the base of a historic structure. 

Cellar: an underground room or rooms, usually under a building and used for storage. 

Dump: a place used for the discard of rubbish/refuse. Includes historic middens. 

Fence: a barrier used to keep in animals or to separate parcels of land. 

Trail: a track or path. 

Well: a hole dug to access groundwater for drinking or domestic purposes; may have a water 
pump or structure over top of the hole to gain access to the water. 

Privy: remains of a toilet located outside a house or other building. For consistency on this 
form, a privy is represented only by a depression and/or subsurface remains. 

Outhouse: remains of a toilet located outside a house or other building but within its own 
structure; same as a privy but still has associated standing or partially standing structure. 

Burial: refers to any partial or full human interment, including crevice burials; i.e., flexed, 
extended, single, multiple, primary, secondary, crib, scaffold, grave, cemetery. 

Other: site features not described here. 

15. Description: 

Provide a summary describing the nature of the site with respect to space, time and form. If 
possible include information relating to depth of cultural material deposits, spatial extent, the 
density and variety of materials and associated features. List all diagnostic materials that are 
present at the site. For historic archaeological sites provide details regarding site ownership, 
origins, function and context. Provide your interpretation of the site. For revisits, avoid 
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summarizing past work at the site; instead provide new information based on the current 
visit. 

16. Materials observed/collected: 

Mark the term that best describes the material observed and/or collected from the site. 
Indicate the number/quantity of material observed and/or collected.  

• The number of artifacts observed should be equal to or greater than the number of 
artifacts collected (observed represents the total number of artifacts observed, even if 
they were also collected).  

• If artifacts are observed but not collected, fill in the # observed and then put “0” under 
collected.  

• If artifacts are observed but an exact count is not known (e.g., large can middens or 
dumps), provide an estimate. The fact that it is an estimate should be indicated with a ~, 
< or > symbol (e.g., <100, >20, ~50). 

17. Collection Remarks: 

Describe the artifacts that were collected. If there are formed tools describe them, indicate 
what raw materials are present and the representation of lithic debitage (primary, secondary or 
tertiary flakes). If faunal remains are identifiable, indicate what type of animal they are from 
and what the bones are. Describe any other interesting artifacts and diagnostic materials. 

18. Collection Repository: 

Mark the term that best describes the material collection repository. In most cases the 
repository should be the Royal Alberta Museum. If not, provide the name, address and 
telephone number of the institution or individual housing the collection in section 35 
(Additional Remarks). 

19. Photo/Images/Repository: 

Indicate whether or not photographs have been taken of the site. Provide the name of the 
individual or institution housing the photographs. In most cases the repository should be the 
Royal Alberta Museum. 

20. Culture: 

Mark the term that best describes each period represented at the site. 
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Cultural Affiliation: 

Specify known cultural complexes such as well defined “phases” or “traditions”, and/or 
ethnographic, ethnic affiliations, etc. This should be short, one or two word definitions (e.g., 
McKean, Oxbow, Old Women’s, etc.). 

Culture Remarks: 

Describe the basis for determining the cultural affiliation and/or age of the site. Are there 
diagnostics, radiocarbon dates, etc.? For historic sites, are there archival sources or an 
informant? 

21. Calendar Date (A.D./B.C.): 

If possible provide a calendar date for the site (e.g., A.D. 1750). Format in A.D./B.C. for 
consistency. 

22. Radiocarbon Dates: 

Provide the radiocarbon date(s), if applicable, including the sample laboratory number assigned 
by the dating laboratory. List the conventional radiocarbon date and include the standard 
deviation. Place the laboratory number in brackets following the radiocarbon date and indicate 
the material that was dated (e.g., 1203 +/- 120 (GX23456), bone). If a technique other than 
Radiocarbon 14 is used, specify the technique after the laboratory number. Do NOT convert the 
dates before entering them on the form; provide the conventional radiocarbon date given by 
the laboratory. If more than one date is available, list all dates, separating each one with a 
semicolon. 

23. Dimensions: 

Provide the estimated length and width in metres of the site extent and indicate the long-axis 
orientation. Also provide depth below surface of the site, to the nearest metre. The site 
dimensions provided should be a close match to the site extent illustrated on the site map 
and to the site boundary shapefile data provided when recording the site. 

24. Estimated Portion Intact: 

Provide the estimated percentage of the site that is intact/undisturbed. Fill in the appropriate 
checkbox. Archaeological assessment/excavation should not be considered a disturbance 
therefore should not be a factor for this estimate. 
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25. Disturbance Factors (natural, human, current, potential): 

Mark the term that best describes the disturbance factors at the site. Use more than one term 
when required. If the appropriate disturbance factor is not listed, complete the “other” line.  

Will proposed development impact site? – fill in appropriate checkbox. If the work being carried 
out is not related to development, fill in the “N/A” checkbox. 

Disturbance Factors Remarks: 
Discuss any apparent threat to the stability of the site through natural factors such as erosion, 
or human factors such as cultivation, construction or vandalism. Projections concerning 
potential future human disturbance factors should be based on known plans for development 
in the site area. 

26. Assessment Methods: 

Fill in all applicable checkbox(es) regarding the method of site assessment.  
Note: ‘detailed mapping’ should not be checked if only a standard site map was created. This selection is 
applicable only in cases where the site or specific features of the site were specifically mapped in detail. 

Indicate the number/quantity and type of testing and/or excavation carried out. The numbers 
entered in these fields must be consistent with the numbers in the report and spatial data 
submitted as per the Spatial Data Standards for Archaeological Survey and Excavation.  

For “# shovel tests on landform”, “# backhoe tests on landform” and “# auger tests on 
landform”, this count should include all tests on the landform, including those within the site 
boundary (this number should always be greater than or equal to the number of tests within 
the site boundary). 

If a shovel test is expanded to 1 m x 1 m (or greater) during the assessment phase of a site this 
can be considered a ‘test excavation unit’ and numbers should be recorded by “Test Units.” If a 
site is excavated as part of the mitigation of a site, the total # of excavated square metres can 
be recorded beside “Excavation.” 

INSPECTION STATUS 

27. Permit Holder/Researcher: 

Specify the name of the permit holder. For non-permit sites, name the principal 
researcher/investigator. 
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28. Observed by/Date: 

Enter the name of the individual(s) who observed the site. Include the date (year, month, day 
(YYYYMMDD), in that order (e.g., 20170101)) on which the inspection occurred. 

29. Collected by/Date: 

Enter the name of the individual(s) who collected material from the site. Include the date (year, 
month, day (YYYYMMDD), in that order (e.g., 20170101)) on which the collection occurred. 

30. Tested by/Date: 

Enter the name of the individual(s) who tested/assessed the site. Include the date (year, month, 
day (YYYYMMDD), in that order (e.g., 20170101)) on which the testing occurred. 

31. Excavated by/Date: 

Enter the name of the individual(s) who excavated/mitigated the site. Include the date(s) (year, 
month, day (YYYYMMDD), in that order (e.g., 20170101-20170130)) on which the excavation 
occurred. 

32. Form completed by/Date: 

Enter the name of the individual(s) filling out the form. Include the date (year, month, day 
(YYYYMMDD), in that order (e.g., 20170101)) on which the information was compiled. 

33. Report Title/Project Name: 

Provide the report title or the name of the project. 

SIGNIFICANCE/RECOMMENDATIONS/REMARKS 

34. Site Significance/Recommendations Remarks: 

Discuss the significance of the site and provide recommendations for site management. 
Indicate if further work should be carried out. Provide project-specific recommendations 
relative to the current development and, if appropriate, longer term site-specific 
recommendations relative to Alberta archaeology. If further work is recommended, specify the 
suggested additional investigation without being too prescriptive/detailed (e.g., detailed 
mapping, monitoring, testing, excavation). Give reasons and evidence supporting your opinion. 

Fill in the checkbox indicating the recommended Historic Resource Value: 

• HRV 0: contains a historic resource that is not significant, no further concerns 
• HRV 4: contains a historic resource that may require avoidance 
• HRV 3: contains a significant historic resource that will likely require avoidance 
• HRV 2: designated under the Act as a Municipal or Registered Historic Resource 
• HRV 1: designated under the Act as a Provincial Historic Resource 
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35. Additional Remarks: 

Provide any additional information deemed necessary or relevant, such as comments regarding 
previous work, recommendations, etc. Reference any documents pertaining to this site. 

MAPS 

36. Site Map/NTS 1:50,000 Map Inset: 

On the page provided, prepare a sketch map of the main site area together with any physical or 
permanent geographic reference points which would aid in relocating the site. The map must 
illustrate the following: 

• Site boundary/extent 
• All test and/or excavation locations (positives should be labeled with a unique 

identifier that matches the information in the other parts of the site form, report 
and spatial data; should be consistent with spatial data submission) 

• Feature locations (should be consistent with Sites Feature Layer) 
• Distance and direction to nearest water source (if not in scope of the map) 
• Landforms/Contours 
• Permanent landmarks or other features 
• Disturbances 
• Trails, roads, cutlines 
• Development footprint, if applicable 
• Vegetation (drawn or simply indicated with a label) 
• Waterbodies 
• In cases where sites are flagged for avoidance illustrate this buffer area 

Other map requirements: 

• North arrow 
• Scale 
• Legend – all symbols used on the map must be shown in the legend 

Maps with an air photo background are not encouraged. If an air photo background is used, 
everything listed above must still be illustrated. If used, where the air photo is not of sufficient 
quality the map will be rejected. 

In addition, include a portion of the appropriate 1:50,000 NTS map sheet and indicate the 
location of the site on the inset. Label the site with the Borden number. Only NTS 1:50,000 
maps are accepted here; do not use an air photo background. 
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For excavations, two (or more) maps may be provided, one that shows the entire site area and 
where the excavation block is located within the site, as well as the other site characteristics in 
the list above. The second map can zoom into the excavation block(s) and illustrate details of 
the features and artifacts that were excavated, as well as specific unit locations, etc. The second 
map can be submitted on an additional page or illustrated in an inset map. 

Optional Container: 

The container field on the bottom right hand side of the page can be used for a custom map 
legend (if not included on the sketch map above), a representative site or artifact photo, an 
additional map, or any other information that may be relevant to the site. It may also be left 
blank. 
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Map examples: 
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COMMON SITE FORM ERRORS 

• Incorrect spelling and grammar – please use spell check and proofread! 
• Sections of the form are left blank when they could be filled in. For the purpose of 

keeping complete records, please do not overlook recording all information. 
• Incorrect Borden number is used in some of the text sections of the form. Be careful 

when using copy and paste functions when completing a set of related site forms. 
• Incorrect location provided, in either, or both, the legal description or UTM coordinates. 

o Commonly happens when records are duplicated or copied, be sure to double 
check that this information is updated in those situations. 

• For single component sites, “1” is not filled in beside “# components.” 
• The numbers of features are incorrect for revisits. The number filled in should only 

include features observed during the current site visit. 
• The numbers of artifacts are inconsistent between sections 15, 16 and 17. 
• When materials are observed but not collected (section 16), “0” is not filled in under 

collected (where applicable). 
• The number of artifacts observed is less than the number collected, or blank. The 

number observed should always be greater than or equal to the number collected; it 
represents the total count, including the artifacts that were collected. 

• Dimensions – the numbers provided are inconsistent with the site extent illustrated on 
the site map. 

• Dimensions - Depth Below Surface – the units are commonly incorrect. Be sure to record 
this in metres, not centimetres. 

• There are often inconsistencies between the estimated portion intact (section 24) and 
disturbance factors (section 25). These are related – if a site is estimated to be 0% 
intact, indicate why, what disturbances are there? If a site is estimated to be close to 
100% intact, make sure the next section doesn’t indicate a significant amount of 
disturbance. If it does, reconsider your estimate. 

• The number of tests in assessment methods (section 26) is inconsistent with the number 
of tests illustrated on the site map. 

• Site Significance or Recommendation Remarks are not provided. 
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